
VOLUNTEER
OPPORTUNITIES

#KEEPCHELTWARM
INTRODUCING OUR COAT CAMPAIGN

The idea for #keepcheltwarm is a campaign to help us keep vulnerable

children and adults warm this winter by donating a coat!   We want to

collect new and unwanted coats and give them to those in need within the

communities in and around Cheltenham.  

 

To ensure these coats reach those in most need we will be encouraging

collection from our own support services, charities partners and

beneficiaries such as  Family Space, P3, Cornerstone Centre and many more

 

FOR CHELTENHAM BOROUGH HOMES
SHARED RESOURCES SCHEME HELP2  

HELP OUT AT
CHRISTMAS
We put on events and a food

delivery service to our most

vulnerable tenants.  Help us by

volunteering and make someones 

Christmas at what can 

be a difficult time for

many reasons.

To help our tenants whose basic

needs would otherwise go unmet.

This extends to those experiencing

financial hardship as well as those

who may need help due to

vulnerabilities.  

These can include (and not limited

to):

- tenants who are seriously ill

(physically), 

-tenants with mental health issues,

-tenants with physical, learning or

sensory disability,

-tenants who experience

unemployment, redundancy  or

reduction in hours

-tenants who experience

bereavement

For more information on criteria

please email us at help2@cbh.org

WHO
BENEFITS?

VOLUNTEER
SCHEME
Join our volunteer scheme for

handyman jobs, painting and

decorating works, garden

clearances, furniture assembly

and other non specialist 

jobs around the home 

and garden.

DONATE
Donate into our resource bank of

food items and household goods

which are used for our Christmas

events and food delivery 

service.  For a full list 

of items to donate 

please contact us at

help2@cbh.org

WE ALSO WORK WITH THE BRITISH HEART FOUNDATION 

At Cheltenham Borough Homes our colleagues have developed

Help2 a scheme that uses shared resources to meet our tenants

basic needs where otherwise they would go unmet.

 

Help2 can offer access to goods and services via our colleague

fund or offer decorating and handyman services via our bank of

volunteers.  The scheme extends to anyone who experiences

difficulties with everyday living, needs additional support to

meet their obligations or those considered in need of help.

 

To find out how you can be involved see below or email

help2@cbh.org for more information.
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